Double Hardwood Flood Gates

FRONT (outside)
Inward opening, so the hinges are on the inside

BACK (inside)

This pair of IROKO hardwood flood gates are Style ’D’ finished in light oak. IROKO hardwood is used when the
woodgrain is required to show through, not a block colour. Four coats of clear lacquer are applied.
These gates are 4275mm wide x 1000mm high.
The width includes the oak gate posts which are 150mm x 150mm.
The brick pillars are one metre high and the flood gates are one metre high at the lowest point.

Above:
We can install flood gates on sloping ground.
Left:
The flood seals can be seen at the bottom and at the sides
of the gates. Also, the 40mm upstand.

Double Hardwood Flood Gates

40mm
upstand

This pair of IDIGBO hardwood flood gates are Style ‘D’ in black. IDIGBO hardwood is used when a solid colour is
required.
These gates are 12ft wide (3657mm x 1.2m high)
The width includes the oak posts, which are each 200mm x 200mm x 2m high.

As requested by our client, we installed our hardwood floodgates before completion of their driveway and walls. The
client will build the walls up to our gates and lay new groundwork up to our threshold.

Double Hardwood Flood Gates

This pair of IROKO hardwood flood gates are style ’D’ finished in light oak. IROKO hardwood is used when the woodgrain is required to show through, not a block colour. Four coats of clear lacquer are applied.
These gates are 11ft 2” wide x 5ft high. (3400mm wide x 1524mm high)
The width includes the oak gate posts which are 200mm x 200mm x 2.4m high.

40mm
upstand

The 40mm upstand can be seen above. This is needed for the
flood gates to seal against.

Single Hardwood Flood Gates

The black post on the left of our single black floodgate is a temporary post.
The building contractors are yet to build a new wall in place of the access gate (the brown gate) and will then install
our black post and lay new groundwork up to our threshold.
This single black IDIGBO hardwood floodgate in style ’D’ is 3ft 6” (1067mm) wide x 2.m high.
The width includes the oak posts which are 125mm x 125mm x 2.7m high.

Single Hardwood Flood Gates

This single IROKO hardwood floodgate in style ’D’ is finished in light oak. IROKO hardwood is used when the woodgrain is required to show through, not a block colour. Four coats of clear lacquer are applied.
This gate is 5ft 11” wide x 5ft high (1800mm wide x 1524mm high)
The width includes the oak gate posts which are 150mm x 150mm x 2.4m high.

40mm
upstand

Hardwood Flood Gates
Our hardwood flood gates divert the flow of water, they are effective and also very aesthetically pleasing.
Each gate is individually handmade in the UK and bespoke gate design and replication services are available.

Single Hardwood Floodgate Designs

Double Hardwood Floodgate Designs

To provide a quotation, we simply need the opening width, the floodgate height, the design and colour.
Installation of hardwood floodgates is not a typical DIY job. This needs a tradesperson, preferably a joiner.
There’s the trim with gaskets to screw onto the posts, fix hinges on and hinge plates, the pins and latches etc.
The groundwork needs 900mm x 150mm deep x 50mm thick path edgings set into the ground to make the 40mm
upstand for the floodgates to seal against.
For supply only customers; we will need the tight structural opening width.
The walls could be out of level, so please measure at the top, middle and bottom of the opening; we will need the
measurement taken at the widest point.
The oak posts cannot be planed down, so it's crucial that the correct measurements is given.
Our mitigation engineers have 20 years of experience and would be delighted to provide a quotation at your
request.

